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Effets sur les résultats des élèves

Effets sur le développement professionnel
The effects of five professional development approaches
on student math proficiency
Of the five math professional development approaches that had effectiveness studies that met WWC standards, two had statistically significant positive effects, one had limited effects, and two had no discernible
effect (table 1).3
Table 1. Summary of findings for the five effectiveness studies of math professional development
approaches that met What Works Clearinghouse evidence standards
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Findings of the effectiveness study

Professional development approach

Statistically significant positive effectsa

• Intensive math content courses accompanied by follow-up workshops (Sample
McMeeking, Orsi, & Cobb, 2012).
• Lesson study focused on linear (measurement) model of fractions (Perry & Lewis,
2011).

Limited effectsb

• Cognitively Guided Instruction (Carpenter, Fennema, Peterson, Chiang, & Loef,
1989; Jacobs, Franke, Carpenter, Levi, & Battey, 2007).c

No discernible effectd

• America’s Choice (Garet et al., 2010, 2011).
• Pearson Achievement Solutions (Garet et al., 2010, 2011).
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b. The effects were limited to knowledge of the equal sign. None of the measures of broader mathematics proficiency were significant.
(p.2)
c. The findings described differ from those reported in Yoon, Duncan, Lee, Scarloss, & Shapley (2007), which evaluated studies
of professional development from 1986 to 2006 using standards similar to but less rigorous than those of the WWC standards
(personal communication with Kwang Suk Yoon).
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d. Implies that there was no evidence that the professional development approach had an effect on student math proficiency. For more
information, see U.S. Department of Education (2011) and WWC Glossary of Terms (http://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc/Glossary.aspx).
Source: Authors’ literature review (see appendix A).

Statistically significant positive effects on student math proficiency

Intensive math content courses accompanied by follow-up workshops (Sample McMeeking, Orsi, & Cobb, 2012).
This approach, stemming from a Mathematics Science Partnership grant funded by the National Science
Foundation, combines math content courses and workshops. Teacher participants selected and enrolled in
one or two university summer courses in math (lasting two to three weeks). The courses were geared toward
the needs of middle school and upper elementary school teachers (for example, math modeling, algebraic
patterns and functions, geometry). Each course focused 80 percent on math content, with time spent on
math principles and math problems, and 20 percent on pedagogy. Fall follow-up workshops, held on four
Saturdays, focused on designing lessons using the content from the summer courses. The fall courses were
taught by university instructors, and the follow-up sessions were directed by both university instructors and
district personnel approved by the university. This intensive professional development effort resulted in
significant improvement in student math achievement as measured by the statewide assessment. The effect
was found only for teachers who enrolled in two full math courses during the summer; there was no effect
for teachers who enrolled in only one course.

Dépersonalisation de l'enseignement

Lesson study focused on linear (measurement) model of fractions (Perry & Lewis, 2011). In the lesson study
Effet sur le type
de leçons
approach small groups of teachers observed and analyzed fractions lessons that they planned collaboratively. The lesson study groups met 12–14 times over five months during the school year. Unlike the previous approach, where university instructors or district personnel provided intensive training and follow-up,

—Hiebert, J. & Stigler, J. W. (2017). Teaching
Versus Teachers as a Lever for Change:
Comparing a Japanese and a U.S.
Perspective on Improving Instruction.
Educational Researcher, 0(0),
0013189X17711899.
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—Clivaz, S. (2016). Lesson Study: from
professional development to research in
mathematics education. Quadrante, XXV(1),
97-112.
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Lesson Study

Mottoes:
On Germany: “developing advanced procedures”
On Japan: “structured problem solving”
On U.S.: “learning terms and practicing procedures”

(p. 27)

https://vimeo.com/3ls
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Comment les LS améliorent-elles l'enseignement?

Caractéristiques
visibles des
Lesson Study

Caractéristiques
visibles des
Lesson Study
Amélioration de
l’enseignement

• Préparation de la
leçon de recherche
• Enseignement
• Observations
• Discussions
• Améliorations
• Etc.

Traduction d’une dia de C. Lewis présentée à l’IFE à Lyon le 26/03/2014

• Préparation de la
leçon de recherche
• Enseignement
• Observations
• Discussions
• Améliorations
•Etc.
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Amélioration des plans
de leçon

Amélioration de
l’enseignement
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Comment les LS améliorent-elles l'enseignement?
Enseignants
Caractéristiques
visibles des
Lesson Study
• Préparation de la
leçon de recherche
• Enseignement
• Observations
• Discussions
• Améliorations de la
leçon
• Etc.

-

connaissances

-

croyances

-

pratiques

Ecole
-

communautés de pratique

-

temps pour collaboration,

Amélioration de
l’enseignement

observations, analyses
Système
-

outils et ressources (plans de
leçon)
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